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Jamis Commuter 4 Featuring Award-Winning, Smooth Shifting NuVinci® N360™
Drivetrain Now Available at Jamis Dealers Throughout North America
SAN DIEGO, CA — January 11, 2012 – Fallbrook Technologies, Inc. (Fallbrook)
and Jamis Bicycles® have announced that the 2012 Jamis Commuter 4 featuring
Fallbrook’s continuously variable NuVinci N360 transmission, is now available at Jamis
dealers throughout North America. The NuVinci N360 is the latest generation of
Fallbrook’s award-winning continuously variable planetary (CVP) transmission for
bicycles.
“The new Jamis Commuter 4 is the ideal commuter bike — a hip, in-town,
runabout that takes riders from home to work, on neighborhood errands and to nearby
locales. Now equipped with the award-winning, smooth-shifting NuVinci N360 CVP
drivetrain, those jaunts are even easier and enjoyable,” said David Rosen, marketing
director for Jamis Bicycles. “We are pleased to now have the Commuter 4 available for
our customers to shift — and shift more often — providing for a fun, hassle-free riding
experience where ever they choose to go.”
With a simple twist of the wrist, the NuVinci N360 transmission makes shifting the
Commuter 4 as easy as adjusting the volume on the radio. Riders have an infinite choice
of gearing between the highest and lowest ratios, a full 360% ratio range. The NuVinci
N360 makes riding even more enjoyable with seamless, continuous shifting (even under
high pedal torque), without power interruptions, missed gears or dropped chains. The
intuitive NuVinci shifter’s feather touch is fun to use, easily increasing or decreasing
pedaling exertion. The NuVinci N360 hub is also maintenance free.
“We are pleased to be a part of the quality line of products produced by Jamis,
especially the highly regarded and sought after Commuter 4. Our focus is to work very
hard to support and promote our partners in their continued success with models using
NuVinci,“ said Geoff Petrangelo, sales and business development director for Fallbrook.
The Jamis Commuter 4 is the ideal commuter bike, ready for the city with plenty of
style — featuring a lightweight aluminum frame in seven sizes, big 700c tires for less
rolling resistance, full-length chainguard, full coverage fenders with adjustable stays,
color-matched rear carrier, the Jamis Metro Sport seat with memory foam and synthetic
leather cover, and large comfortable pedals with TPE non-slip inserts.
For more information on the 2012 Jamis Commuter 4, featuring the NuVinci N360
drivetrain, and to find the nearest Jamis dealer, visit www.jamisbikes.com . The
Commuter 4’s MSRP is $950, available in standard and step-through versions. To learn
more about the NuVinci N360 drivetrain, visit www.nuvinci.com.
About Fallbrook Technologies Inc.
Fallbrook’s NuVinci® continuously variable planetary (CVP) technology improves the
performance and efficiency of machines that use a transmission, including bicycles,
electric vehicles, automobiles, agricultural equipment, wind turbines and others. The
NuVinci technology offers companies the flexibility to design and produce nextgeneration products that are better tailored to their unique business, market and
competitive requirements.
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Fallbrook has built an extensive portfolio of over 400 patents and patent applications
worldwide. The company intends to continue its research and development activities to
enhance the performance and capabilities of NuVinci technology. For more information,
visit: www.fallbrooktech.com
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